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          Striped bass fishing "flats style" or experience the thrill of Bluefin tuna on fly and light tackle. Captain John Ford specializes in chasing trophy shallow water striped bass and fly fishing for bluefin tuna. The Casco Bay region of Maine covers over 200 square miles of productive fishing water. It is one of the Atlantic's best kept secrets. A combination of beautiful rocky Maine coastline, hundreds of islands and countless sand and mud flats makes Casco Bay the ideal environment for striped bass and tuna.

          What is unique about Casco Bay you ask? You can spend a morning fishing in solitude with not another boat in sight. When was the last time you had a flat or cove all to yourself ? Spend a day or two sight fishing shallow water for stripers or tossing a popper to a pod of feeding bluefin tuna and you will return to fish Maine year after year - almost guaranteed.
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            Click here to book our next Getaway!
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          	"We'd rather not share Capt. John but since we cannot fish every day we will let some others in on the secret. This Captain knows where the fish are! He works super hard and always has the hottest tackle. When we are not on board - you should be!"

              

              Charlie Wilson and Dave Croxford

              Portland Pump Co.
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